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tried
raising
cattle, butthe cattlecouldnʼtendure thedroughts, sothey triedsheep. Raisingsheep provedprofitable, soLittledaledeveloped into a3,000 acre sheep station.

   Through his teen yearsJJ assisted his parents in the 
running of Littledale. Around 
the perimeter of the house he planted some drought-resistant Kurrajong trees.   Littledale became an exemplary operation, and earned a Government award 

for being the best farm in the Southern District. It was 
later referred to as

   the snug pastoral, agricultural
    and dairy property on the
    Cootamundra Creek   On February 8, 1881, when 

JJ was but 20, Rev. Miller 
died, leaving JJ, the eldest son, suddenly responsible for his mother, five sisters, 

four younger brothers, and 
Littledale.   While JJ attended the business side of Littledale, 

younger brother William, 18, found employment at the Bank of N.S.W.   Shortly after his 21st birthday JJ assumed the additional responsibilities of being a J.P., serving as Magistrate for the area. In 1885, at 25, he was initiated 
into Freemasonry, a 

Reverend John Miller and his wife Rebecca, in Berrima, 
in the British colony New South Wales, Australia.    In 1874, when JJ was fourteen, Rev. Miller moved 

the family to the outlying Cootamundra Parish where 
he became the first clergy-man in this rural area.   The Parish was immense, 

one hundred miles across, and 
JJ would often accompany 
his father on horseback when 
visiting settlers scattered across the land.   They were all pioneersin a land not friendly to homesteaders. The area was 

subject to severe drought and the countryside was rampant with wild horses and kangaroos.   Littledale, the Miller estate, began as open scrub- 

land on the Cootamundra Creek. JJ once recalled the 
sport involved in clearing the land:

   As boys we had great fun    trapping the wild horses    and kangaroos.
   Clearing, fencing andpreparing the land for crop 

was hard work, but they 

toiled relentlessly until there 
were 500 acres under wheat.
   For livestock, at first they 

Council and served as Mayor 
of Cootamundra.   Through the 1890s JJ devoted much of his time to civic causes.  He served 

as President of the District 
Hospital and President of the Agricultural Association.

   On a more historic note, JJ founded the Farmers and Settlers Association to make 
the first export shipment of wheat to England through a 

Co-op system. (Australia has since become one of the biggest wheat-exporting 
countries in the world.)   In the late 1890s there was a political movement tounite the 5 British coloniesinto the Federation of Australia. An election was called in 1898 and JJ, an ardent Federalist, was asked 

to champion the cause in the Gundagai riding and, if 
elected, become a Father of 
Australian Confederation.    JJ gladly accepted the nomination and, in the cause 

of Australian nationalism, devoted much of his time and personal resources.    He lost the election by80 votes.   The closing years of the century were not good years for JJ. His political aspirations were dashed, his 
personal resources drained 
and Miller and Miller, once 
the largest Stock and Station 
agency in the Southern District, 
succumbed to successive droughts.   In 1899 he bade a fond farewell to Cootamundra and 

headed for greener pastures 
in the city of Sydney.

G a z e t t eS P E C I A L  C O M M E M O R A T I V E  I S S U E

The Family

J ohn James (JJ) Miller       was born on November 9, 1860 of pioneer parents, 
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                   commitment                   that would                       develop into
                       a passion in                       later years.

                             As JJʼs                       business                         acumen                          developed,                        so too                           did his                        enterprise. 
                         He could see
             that there was more 
future in tending the flocks 
of others than in just tending 
oneʼs own. So, in 1886, he 
went into partnership with brother William to form the 

company Miller & Miller.   JJ and Willie became general commission agents 
and now earned their livings 
from commissions earnedselling the property of

others—stock (mainly sheep, but also cattle and horses), station (ranches), land and estate.   JJ and William soon added to the services they offered to a pioneering rural 
community—auctioneers, grain and insurance brokers, 

and land assessors. Miller and Miller prospered, and was often mentioned in the 
Cootamundra Herald.   Politics beckoned next. In 

1889 JJ sat on the District 
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Welcome to my world.

Although some of my creations have 
received international attention – 
PHOTOGRAPHER magazine, Jive®, the 
PROMO KIT – many haven’t seen the 
light of day until now.

This eGuidebook has been prepared to
help you explore my world of imaginary
cartoon friends, things unpublished and 
music unheard.

Gary Wilcox
Fall 2016
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SETTING THE STAGE

OUTA MY MIND is a PDF file and requires
Adobe Reader to be viewed. 

SETTING ADOBE READER’S TOOLBAR

Adobe Reader’s toolbar should be
personalized, if need be, to include:
 PREVIOUS VIEW button (⌥⬅)

This button will be in constant use to return to 
your previous view after zooming in on an image.
VIEW > Show/Hide > Toolbar Items > Show Page
Navigation Tools > Previous View 

 ZOOM TO PAGE LEVEL button (⌘0)
Regardless of what view you happen to be in, you 
can quickly return to the two-page-spread view by 
clicking on the ZOOM TO PAGE LEVEL button.
VIEW > Show/Hide > Toolbar items > Show Select & 
Zoom Tools > Zoom to Page Level 

SETTING ADOBE READER’S VIEWING WINDOW

Two-page-spreads can be resized simply
by resizing Adobe Reader’s viewing window. 
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OVERVIEW

OUTA MY MIND is divided into two
sections:
 .Introduction
 .Project spreads

INTRODUCTION

The lengthy Introduction provides
chronological context for the project 
spreads that follow.

PROJECT SPREADS

Most projects are showcased in a 
2-page spread. Some projects have 
multiple spreads.

You can access a project spread 3 
ways:
 .from the Contents page
 .from within the Introduction
 .from image on FULL COVER



NAVIGATION

In addition to Acrobat Reader’s navigation tools
there are many custom links to help with your exploration
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could elaborate in the solutions.

 These music puzzles evolved into Ji
ve®

– a gamebook of 20 puzzles that explore 

the roots of Rock ’n’ Roll.

 I have several volumes of Jive® on the 

back burner waiting for some attention. 

— 1990s —

SAY ‘NO’ TO HEATHER (1990)

In the Spring of 1990 the Cit
y of Vancouver 

was deciding on a rapid transit route to 

connect the city with the airport to the 

south. Several routes were being considered, 

two of which cut through established

Vancouver neighbourhoods.

 The Douglas Park neighbourhood is built 

around beautiful Douglas Park. Heather

Street, one of the routes unde
r consideration,

runs alongside the park.  

 The neighbourhood united t
o form the 

Douglas Park Residents Association to

discourage the Heather Street option, hence

our slogan, “Say ‘No’ to Heather.”

 I lent my support by creating and editing

a neighbourhood newsletter and designing a 

I’M SO AWESOME (1986)

Apart from a fun read, I realized in writing 

I’M SO AWESOME the broader implications 

of imparting a sense of self-worth to any 

youngster. But what’s surprised me has been 

the response of adults wishing they could 

have read this when they were young.

 The positive message in this little booklet

struck a chord with everyone. It underlines 

the importance of always being positive 

and encouraging to both kids and adults. 

Sometimes a timely uplifting comment can 

make a world of difference in someone’s life.

 Several personalized copies of have been 

created for family members and friends.

JIVE® (1988) 

While working at Sport BC as editor of 

CENTRE LINES I created mini-crossword 

puzzles with a sports theme.

 After leaving Sport BC I created these 

puzzles with a music theme - because of 

my interest in early Rock ‘n’ Roll music.

 The solution to each puzzle included 

some Rock history. The idea was to put 

key words into the puzzles upon which I 
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I’M SO AWESOME

An ode to childhood

self esteem

1986

®

Mr. Tambourine Man, heralded a new era in Rock 'n' Roll — Folk Rock. Dylan, even before his conversion to Rock 'n' Roll, had enjoyed success on the Pop charts. His Don't Think Twice, It's All Right and Blowin'In The Wind were both top ten hits for Peter, Paul and Mary during the Folk music craze of the early sixties. After Mr. Tambourine Man, however, Pop groups started looking to Dylan for inspiration, if not material. The Byrds also recorded his My Back Pages and All I Really Want To Do, the latter being the first chart hit for the Turtles, while his It Ain't Me Babe gave Cher her first chart hit.
 For the next two years, untilthe summer of '67, groups like the Mamas and Papas, Simon and Garfunkel, and Buffalo Springfield were at the forefront of the Folk Rock movement. For a short while it looked as if Folk Rock might be white America's response (black America had Soul) to the British Invasion. But it wasn't to be. The days of Folk Rock were numbered from the very beginning. Psychedelia was just around the corner. In fact, Folk Rock's anthem,Mr. Tambourine Man, was actually a drug song. And "The Byrds" was actually a prototypal name for the high-flying groups to come. Rock's next muse was alreadyblowing in the wind. Within a year, the Byrds would be playing Eight Miles High — Rock's first Psychedelic hit. Folk Rock yielded, butDylan endured. It wasn'tso much that Rock 'n' Rollendorsed Dylan as it was thatDylan endorsed Rock 'n' Roll.He, indeed, brought it all back home, and redefinedthe form, content, andexpression of all that had gone before. By the summer

of '65 Pop had matured to Rock.* Bob Dylan was not the first to 
electrify Folk music. Previous in-
stances, including Trini Lopez’s If 
I had a Hammer (1963), however,
are deemed inconsequential. Folk 
Rock is considered to have origi-
nated with Dylan’s Bringing It All 
Back Home album. Released in 
May 1965, this album contained 
two landmark songs — Dylan’s 
Electric Subterranean Homesick 
Blues (considered the first Folk 
Rock song) and his somber Mr. 
Tambourine Man (the first Folk 
Rock hit). Folk Rock, however, 
was rejected by Folk purists, and 
Dylan was booed off the stage 
at the Newport Folk Festval later 
that same summer.

 ACROSS
1. A honeydripper is a man proud of his virility and his relationships with women. This colorful term appears in such Blues titles as I’m Her Honeydripper, written by Roosevelt Sykes (espousing the machismo element so predominant in R&B) andHoney Dripper Blues, writtenby Edith North Johnson. In 1945, Joe Liggins and his Honeydrippers recorded an R&B instrumental called The Honeydripper. The tune became a runaway hit and helped establish R&B as a new market. In 1984, Rock 'n' Rollers Jimmy Page, Jeff Beck, Nile Rodgers, and Robert Plant formed the Honeydrippers to record some Rhythm and Blues. They released five songs on their album, TheHoneydrippers/Volume One,
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1 Elvis ____ Presley

5 Be - ____ - Lula

6 The ____ Brothers

7 German composer

 DOWN

1 Common rhyme scheme

2 Del ____ (alias Paul Mauriat)

3 Source of vinyl?

4 N of CSN
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JIVE®

A gamebook that 
explores the roots of 

Rock ‘n’ Roll
1988

Neighbourhood 
Newsletter

I created
and edited this

newsletter when
rapid transit

threatened our
neighbourhood

1990

click here to
download JIVE®
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Click on project title on 
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section in Introduction

click on text and images to view enlargements
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I wake up in the morning,

 Still a sleepyhead.

The world becomes a better place

 When I step out of bed!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 Yes, it’s really true,

Even when I’m half asleep,

 My greatness still shines through!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 It’s really not too hard.

I hope the world is ready,

 For me — Jack Bouchard!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

The next time I amaze you,

 Don’t try to understand.

It’s too hard to imagine

 Just how great I am!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 Soon there’ll come a day

They recognize my greatness,

 And put me on display!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 And with my modesty,

I’m a natural wonder

 — even I agree!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

When we visit relatives

 — just drop in for tea,

I’m the center of attention,

 They can’t get enough of me!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 They like to pinch my cheek.

I just smile and let them,

 It’s the highlight of their week!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 And I really shouldn’t flirt,

But I don’t know a better way

 To get some more dessert!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

I wash my face and do my teeth,

 And finally comb my hair.

But when I look into the mirror,

 I have to stop and stare

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 And the image that I see

Is so full of greatness,

 And it all belongs to me!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 I could look at me all day!

Even though I’m hungry,

 It’s so hard to turn away!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

I wake up in the morning,
 Still a sleepyhead.
The world becomes a better place
 When I step out of bed!

’Cause I’m so awesome!
 Yes, it’s really true,
Even when I’m half asleep,
 My greatness still shines through!

’Cause I’m so awesome!
 It’s really not too hard.
I hope the world is ready,
 For me — Jack Bouchard!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

The next time I amaze you,
 Don’t try to understand.
It’s too hard to imagine
 Just how great I am!

’Cause I’m so awesome!
 Soon there’ll come a day
They recognize my greatness,
 And put me on display!

’Cause I’m so awesome!
 And with my modesty,
I’m a natural wonder
 — even I agree!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

When we visit relatives
 — just drop in for tea,
I’m the center of attention,
 They can’t get enough of me!

’Cause I’m so awesome!
 They like to pinch my cheek.
I just smile and let them,
 It’s the highlight of their week!

’Cause I’m so awesome!
 And I really shouldn’t flirt,
But I don’t know a better way
 To get some more dessert!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

I wash my face and do my teeth,
 And finally comb my hair.
But when I look into the mirror,
 I have to stop and stare

’Cause I’m so awesome!
 And the image that I see
Is so full of greatness,
 And it all belongs to me!

’Cause I’m so awesome!
 I could look at me all day!
Even though I’m hungry,
 It’s so hard to turn away!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

So I cuddle up and fall asleep,

 The day’s been quite a strain.

But I know when morning comes,

 I’ll be awesome once again.

It’s not easy being awesome,

 Morning, noon and night.

Even when I’m tired,
 I do everything just right.

’Cause I’m so awesome!
 But now it’s getting late.

I use up lots of energy
 Just being great!’Cause I’m so awesome!

It doesn’t matter where I go,

 Girls are all around.
When I try to get away,

 They follow me to town.
’Cause I’m so awesome!

 They love what they see.

Can you imagine —
 If they got hold of me?

’Cause I’m so awesome!
 I need some peace and quiet.

Whenever there are girls around,

 I usually cause a riot.
’Cause I’m so awesome!

As a natural athlete,
 I really have the moves.

It gets a little boring
 When I never lose!

’Cause I’m so awesome!
 And as a soccer player,

I run and pass and shoot the ball,

 And score from anywhere!

’Cause I’m so awesome!
 I guess it m

ust be fate.

Soon I’ll be a legend.
 That’ll be just great!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

© Copyright 1986-2013 Gary Wilcox Studios Incorporated.

All rights reserved.
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I’M SO AWESOME was inspired while takinga walk with my ten-year-old nephew, Geoff. He was at an age when everything in his life was ‘awesome.’ As we stopped at the Rec Centre for asnack, everything continued to be awesome.It was a Kodak moment, and this little booklet was my attempt to capture (andcelebrate) the moment in verse and drawings. Of course in creating the book I realizedthe broader implications of imparting a sense of self-worth to any youngster. But what’s surprised me has been the response of adults after reading the book. Somewished they could have read this whenthey were young. Personalized copies of have been created for family members and friends.
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I wake up in the morning,
 Still a sleepyhead.
The world becomes a better place

 When I step out of bed!
’Cause I’m so awesome!
 Yes, it’s really true,
Even when I’m half asleep,
 My greatness still shines through!

’Cause I’m so awesome!
 Gonna knock off your socks.

I hope the world is ready
 For me — Geoff Wilcox!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

The next time I amaze you,
 Don’t try to understand.
It’s too hard to imagine
 Just how great I am!’Cause I’m so awesome!

 Soon there’ll come a day
They recognize my greatness,
 And put me on display!

’Cause I’m so awesome!
 And with my modesty,
I’m a natural wonder
 — even I agree!’Cause I’m so awesome!

When we visit relatives
 — just drop in for tea,
I’m the center of attention,
 They can’t get enough of me!

’Cause I’m so awesome!
 They like to pinch my cheek.

I just smile and let them,
 It’s the highlight of their week!

’Cause I’m so awesome!
 And I really shouldn’t flirt,
But I don’t know a better way
 To get some more dessert!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

I wash my face and do my teeth,

 And finally
 comb my hair.

But when I look into the mirror,

 I have to stop and stare ’Cause I’m so awesome!
 And the image that I see
Is so full of greatness,  And it all belongs to me!

’Cause I’m so awesome!
 I could look at me all day!
Even though I’m hungry,
 It’s so hard to turn away!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

I wake up in the morning,

 Still a sleepyhead.

The world becomes a better place

 When I step out of bed!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 Yes, it’s really true,

Even when I’m half asleep,

 My greatness still shines through!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 It’s really not too hard.

I hope the world is ready,

 For me — Jack Bouchard!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

The next time I amaze you,

 Don’t try to understand.

It’s too hard to imagine

 Just how great I am!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 Soon there’ll come a day

They recognize my greatness,

 And put me on display!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 And with my modesty,

I’m a natural wonder

 — even I agree!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

When we visit relatives

 — just drop in for tea,

I’m the center of attention,

 They can’t get enough of me!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 They like to pinch my cheek.

I just smile and let them,

 It’s the highlight of their week!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 And I really shouldn’t flirt,

But I don’t know a better way

 To get some more dessert!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

I wash my face and do my teeth,

 And finally comb my hair.

But when I look into the mirror,

 I have to stop and stare

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 And the image that I see

Is so full of greatness,

 And it all belongs to me!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 I could look at me all day!

Even though I’m hungry,

 It’s so hard to turn away!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

So I cuddle up and fall asleep,

 The day’s b
een quite a stra

in.

But I k
now when morning comes,

 I’ll b
e awesome once again.

It’s 
not easy being awesome,

 Morning, noon and night.

Even when I’m
 tire

d,

 I do everything just ri
ght.

’Cause I’m
 so awesome!

 But now it’s
 getting late.

I use up lots o
f energy

 Just b
eing great!

’Cause I’m
 so awesome!

It doesn’t matter where I go,

 Girls are all around.

When I try to get away,

 They follow me to town.

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 They love what they see.

Can you imagine —

 If they got hold of me?

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 I need some peace and quiet.

Whenever there are girls around,

 I usually cause a riot.

’Cause I’m so awesome!
As a natural athlete,

 I really have the moves.

It gets a little boring

 When I never lose!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 And as a soccer player,

I run and pass and shoot the ball,

 And score from anywhere!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 I guess it must be fate.

Soon I’ll be a legend.

 That’ll be just great!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

© Copyright 1986-2013 Gary Wilcox Studios In
corporated.
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AN ODE TO CHILDHOOD SELF ESTEEM

So I cuddle up and fall asleep,

 The day’s been quite a strain.

But I know when morning comes,

 I’ll be awesome once again.

It’s not easy being awesome,

 Morning, noon and night.

Even when I’m tired,

 I do everything just right.

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 But now it’s getting late.

I use up lots of energy

 Just being great!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

It doesn’t matter where I go,

 Girls are all around.

When I try to get away,

 They follow me to town.

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 They love what they see.

Can you imagine —

 If they got hold of me?

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 I need some peace and quiet.

Whenever there are girls around,

 I usually cause a riot.

’Cause I’m so awesome!

As a natural athlete,

 I really have the moves.

It gets a little boring

 When I never lose!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 And as a soccer player,

I run and pass and shoot the ball,

 And score from anywhere!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

 I guess it must be fate.

Soon I’ll be a legend.

 That’ll be just great!

’Cause I’m so awesome!

© Copyright 1986-2013 Gary Wilcox Studios Incorporated.

All rights reserved.
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could elaborate in the solutions.

 These music puzzles evolved into Ji
ve®

– a gamebook of 20 puzzles that explore 

the roots of Rock ’n’ Roll.

 I have several volumes of Jive® on the 

back burner waiting for some attention. 

— 1990s —

SAY ‘NO’ TO HEATHER (1990)

In the Spring of 1990 the Cit
y of Vancouver 

was deciding on a rapid transit route to 

connect the city with the airport to the 

south. Several routes were being considered, 

two of which cut through established

Vancouver neighbourhoods.

 The Douglas Park neighbourhood is built 

around beautiful Douglas Park. Heather

Street, one of the routes unde
r consideration,

runs alongside the park.  

 The neighbourhood united t
o form the 

Douglas Park Residents Association to

discourage the Heather Street option, hence

our slogan, “Say ‘No’ to Heather.”

 I lent my support by creating and editing

a neighbourhood newsletter and designing a 

I’M SO AWESOME (1986)

Apart from a fun read, I realized in writing 

I’M SO AWESOME the broader implications 

of imparting a sense of self-worth to any 

youngster. But what’s surprised me has been 

the response of adults wishing they could 

have read this when they were young.

 The positive message in this little booklet

struck a chord with everyone. It underlines 

the importance of always being positive 

and encouraging to both kids and adults. 

Sometimes a timely uplifting comment can 

make a world of difference in someone’s life.

 Several personalized copies of have been 

created for family members and friends.

JIVE® (1988) 

While working at Sport BC as editor of 

CENTRE LINES I created mini-crossword 

puzzles with a sports theme.

 After leaving Sport BC I created these 

puzzles with a music theme - because of 

my interest in early Rock ‘n’ Roll music.

 The solution to each puzzle included 

some Rock history. The idea was to put 

key words into the puzzles upon which I 
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I’M SO AWESOME

An ode to childhood

self esteem

1986
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Mr. Tambourine Man, heralded a new era in Rock 'n' Roll — Folk Rock. Dylan, even before his conversion to Rock 'n' Roll, had enjoyed success on the Pop charts. His Don't Think Twice, It's All Right and Blowin'In The Wind were both top ten hits for Peter, Paul and Mary during the Folk music craze of the early sixties. After Mr. Tambourine Man, however, Pop groups started looking to Dylan for inspiration, if not material. The Byrds also recorded his My Back Pages and All I Really Want To Do, the latter being the first chart hit for the Turtles, while his It Ain't Me Babe gave Cher her first chart hit.
 For the next two years, untilthe summer of '67, groups like the Mamas and Papas, Simon and Garfunkel, and Buffalo Springfield were at the forefront of the Folk Rock movement. For a short while it looked as if Folk Rock might be white America's response (black America had Soul) to the British Invasion. But it wasn't to be. The days of Folk Rock were numbered from the very beginning. Psychedelia was just around the corner. In fact, Folk Rock's anthem,Mr. Tambourine Man, was actually a drug song. And "The Byrds" was actually a prototypal name for the high-flying groups to come. Rock's next muse was alreadyblowing in the wind. Within a year, the Byrds would be playing Eight Miles High — Rock's first Psychedelic hit. Folk Rock yielded, butDylan endured. It wasn'tso much that Rock 'n' Rollendorsed Dylan as it was thatDylan endorsed Rock 'n' Roll.He, indeed, brought it all back home, and redefinedthe form, content, andexpression of all that had gone before. By the summer

of '65 Pop had matured to Rock.* Bob Dylan was not the first to 
electrify Folk music. Previous in-
stances, including Trini Lopez’s If 
I had a Hammer (1963), however,
are deemed inconsequential. Folk 
Rock is considered to have origi-
nated with Dylan’s Bringing It All 
Back Home album. Released in 
May 1965, this album contained 
two landmark songs — Dylan’s 
Electric Subterranean Homesick 
Blues (considered the first Folk 
Rock song) and his somber Mr. 
Tambourine Man (the first Folk 
Rock hit). Folk Rock, however, 
was rejected by Folk purists, and 
Dylan was booed off the stage 
at the Newport Folk Festval later 
that same summer.

 ACROSS
1. A honeydripper is a man proud of his virility and his relationships with women. This colorful term appears in such Blues titles as I’m Her Honeydripper, written by Roosevelt Sykes (espousing the machismo element so predominant in R&B) andHoney Dripper Blues, writtenby Edith North Johnson. In 1945, Joe Liggins and his Honeydrippers recorded an R&B instrumental called The Honeydripper. The tune became a runaway hit and helped establish R&B as a new market. In 1984, Rock 'n' Rollers Jimmy Page, Jeff Beck, Nile Rodgers, and Robert Plant formed the Honeydrippers to record some Rhythm and Blues. They released five songs on their album, TheHoneydrippers/Volume One,
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 ACROSS

1 Elvis ____ Presley

5 Be - ____ - Lula

6 The ____ Brothers

7 German composer

 DOWN

1 Common rhyme scheme

2 Del ____ (alias Paul Mauriat)

3 Source of vinyl?

4 N of CSN

1

JIVE®

A gamebook that 
explores the roots of 

Rock ‘n’ Roll
1988

Neighbourhood 
Newsletter

I created
and edited this

newsletter when
rapid transit

threatened our
neighbourhood

1990

click here to
download JIVE®
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Click on project subhead
in Introduction to go to
Project Spread

Click in top left corner of 
Introduction spread to go
to Contents

Click on page edges to go
to next or previous spread

click on text and images to view enlargements
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PHOTOS and GRAPHICS

Most images in OUTA MY MIND are very 
high resolution and can be enlarged 
significantly for study and enjoyment.
Images can be enlarged two ways:
 .by using Adobe Reader’s ZOOM tool
 .by clicking on image

ADOBE’S ‘ZOOM’ AND ‘PREVIOUS VIEW’ TOOLS

Adobe Reader’s ZOOM tool can be used 
to achieve any-size enlargement.
To return to the previous (pre-zoom) 
view, use the PREVIOUS VIEW button (not 
the PREVIOUS PAGE button). (If the PREVIOUS
VIEW button is not in the tool bar,
retrieve it from the built-in library.)
CLICKING ON IMAGE

Click in the center of most images to 
see pre-set enlargement. Click on right 
side (of enlarged horizontal image) and 
bottom portion (of enlarged vertical 
image) to return to page view.



MULTIMEDIA

ADOBE ACROBAT READER

Although OUTA MY MIND can be enjoyed
using older versions of Acrobat Reader,
the latest free version of Acrobat 
Reader is required to experience the 
multimedia content.

If you see tw0 discs above, you are good 
to go. Click on the disc at the right to 
hear my first computer recording.

If you see only the disc on the left 
you will need to download the latest 
version of the free Acrobat Reader.

https://get.adobe.com/reader/

Outa My Mind
the personal creations of Gary Wilcox.....
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VERSION NUMBER

The version number of your copy of OUTA 
MY MIND can be found on the Title page. 

LATEST VERSION

OUTA MY MIND will continue to be
revised, and may possibly be expanded 
with new material.
The latest version of OUTA MY MIND, 
and the companion eGuidebook, can be 
downloaded at:

www.webturf.com/outa_my_mind/

http://www.webturf.com/outa_my_mind/




Acrobat Reader
REQUIRED

Computer
REQUIRED 
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tried
raising
cattle, butthe cattlecouldnʼtendure thedroughts, sothey triedsheep. Raisingsheep provedprofitable, soLittledaledeveloped into a3,000 acre sheep station.

   Through his teen yearsJJ assisted his parents in the 
running of Littledale. Around 
the perimeter of the house he planted some drought-resistant Kurrajong trees.   Littledale became an exemplary operation, and earned a Government award 

for being the best farm in the Southern District. It was 
later referred to as

   the snug pastoral, agricultural
    and dairy property on the
    Cootamundra Creek   On February 8, 1881, when 

JJ was but 20, Rev. Miller 
died, leaving JJ, the eldest son, suddenly responsible for his mother, five sisters, 

four younger brothers, and 
Littledale.   While JJ attended the business side of Littledale, 

younger brother William, 18, found employment at the Bank of N.S.W.   Shortly after his 21st birthday JJ assumed the additional responsibilities of being a J.P., serving as Magistrate for the area. In 1885, at 25, he was initiated 
into Freemasonry, a 

Reverend John Miller and his wife Rebecca, in Berrima, 
in the British colony New South Wales, Australia.    In 1874, when JJ was fourteen, Rev. Miller moved 

the family to the outlying Cootamundra Parish where 
he became the first clergy-man in this rural area.   The Parish was immense, 

one hundred miles across, and 
JJ would often accompany 
his father on horseback when 
visiting settlers scattered across the land.   They were all pioneersin a land not friendly to homesteaders. The area was 

subject to severe drought and the countryside was rampant with wild horses and kangaroos.   Littledale, the Miller estate, began as open scrub- 

land on the Cootamundra Creek. JJ once recalled the 
sport involved in clearing the land:

   As boys we had great fun    trapping the wild horses    and kangaroos.
   Clearing, fencing andpreparing the land for crop 

was hard work, but they 

toiled relentlessly until there 
were 500 acres under wheat.
   For livestock, at first they 

Council and served as Mayor 
of Cootamundra.   Through the 1890s JJ devoted much of his time to civic causes.  He served 

as President of the District 
Hospital and President of the Agricultural Association.

   On a more historic note, JJ founded the Farmers and Settlers Association to make 
the first export shipment of wheat to England through a 

Co-op system. (Australia has since become one of the biggest wheat-exporting 
countries in the world.)   In the late 1890s there was a political movement tounite the 5 British coloniesinto the Federation of Australia. An election was called in 1898 and JJ, an ardent Federalist, was asked 

to champion the cause in the Gundagai riding and, if 
elected, become a Father of 
Australian Confederation.    JJ gladly accepted the nomination and, in the cause 

of Australian nationalism, devoted much of his time and personal resources.    He lost the election by80 votes.   The closing years of the century were not good years for JJ. His political aspirations were dashed, his 
personal resources drained 
and Miller and Miller, once 
the largest Stock and Station 
agency in the Southern District, 
succumbed to successive droughts.   In 1899 he bade a fond farewell to Cootamundra and 

headed for greener pastures 
in the city of Sydney.

G a z e t t eS P E C I A L  C O M M E M O R A T I V E  I S S U E

The Family

J ohn James (JJ) Miller       was born on November 9, 1860 of pioneer parents, 

“Miller & Miller” letterhead

“Littledale”  

Mayor JJ Miller
and the Cootamundra District Council1889

“Littledale” studs

Wheat Field

Farmers and Settlers Association

The Family Gazette is a trademark of Gary Wilcox Studios Incorporated  .  garywilcox@shaw.ca

John James (JJ) Miller
1860 - 1950

TM

                   commitment                   that would                       develop into
                       a passion in                       later years.

                             As JJʼs                       business                         acumen                          developed,                        so too                           did his                        enterprise. 
                         He could see
             that there was more 
future in tending the flocks 
of others than in just tending 
oneʼs own. So, in 1886, he 
went into partnership with brother William to form the 

company Miller & Miller.   JJ and Willie became general commission agents 
and now earned their livings 
from commissions earnedselling the property of

others—stock (mainly sheep, but also cattle and horses), station (ranches), land and estate.   JJ and William soon added to the services they offered to a pioneering rural 
community—auctioneers, grain and insurance brokers, 

and land assessors. Miller and Miller prospered, and was often mentioned in the 
Cootamundra Herald.   Politics beckoned next. In 

1889 JJ sat on the District 
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